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1.0 SUMMARY 

- 

- 

- 

The Laredo limestone deposit is located on the eastern side of Aristazabal Island immediately 

offshore of the mainland of British Columbia, east of the southern tip of the Queen Charlotte Islands. The 

property is owned and operated by North Pacific Stone Ltd of Vancouver, B.C. 

The property was initially quarried in 1899. Significant development and production took place in 

the middle 1950’s. It received only sporadic interest until 1989-1990 when Laredo Limestone Ltd 

sponsored an extensive program of investigation, including diamond drilling, which defined large 

limestone resources for the first time. A detailed surface sampling progmm in 1994 outlined areas of very 

high-purity limestone. 

A 1999 program of surface sampling extended the 1994 grids to till in the gap between two 

sampled areas. A substantial number of samples were selected for brightness testing of the more promising 

zones. The results demonstrated continuity of limestone throughout the sampled area and identified 

additional zones of high and very high grade stone. On this basis a program of diamond drilling was 

undertaken. Topographic base maps were prepared in September, drilling initiated in October and the 

program completed in December of 1999. Further work has continued past these dates. 

- 

- 

- 

- 

-- 

- 

- 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1: GENERAL 

The Laredo Property is owned by North Pacific Stone Ltd of 12935-2 1B Ave, Surrey, British 

Columbia. Extensive geological exploration work by North Pacific and other companies was documented 

in a series of reports dating since 1989. The current phase of work was sponsored by Orinda Investments of 

3961 Lower River Road Youngstown, New York, USA, who have an option to purchase the property. 

This report documents property investigations conducted in 1999, for Assessment Credits under Section C 

of the Mineral Tenure Act Regulations. 

All investigations to date have centered on the high purity, white limestone that underlies much of 

the claim group. Because of the deposit’s unusual combination of low percentages of contaminants with 

uniform white color, the present operator is focussing efforts on the high brightness CaCO, market. 

2.2: LOCATION AND ACCESS 

The property is located on the eastern side of Aristazabal Island on the north coast of B.C. (See 

Figure 1) within the Skeena Mining Division. It is situated at Latitude 52O 4 1’ North / Longtitude 129’ 03’ 

West and lies about midway between Bella-Belia and Prince Rupert. The relevant map sheet is NTS 103 

A/l 1E. Access to the site can be gamed by floatplane from Bella-Bella (90km) or Port Hardy (25Okm), or 

by boat. The nearest community is the village of Klemtu some 40 km to the southeast which is served by 

B.C. Ferries on a weekly basis. 

2.3: HISTORY 

A quarry license was obtained in 1899 for D.L.299 on Aristazabal Island Two quarries were 

worked in subsequent years at different times and records indicate that in 1954 some 12,000 tons of 

limestone were shipped to a pulp mill at Prince Rupert. lntermittent shipments took place until operations 

ended sometime in the late 1%0’s or early 1970’s. 

The property was acquired by Laredo Limestone Ltd. in 1983. They conducted a variety of 

economic and engineering studies in the following years. Beginning in 1989 Laredo Limestone undertook a 

more comprehensive program of exploration. In January of 1989 a reconnaissance mapping and surface 

bedrock sampling program was completed During April-May 1989 a program consisting of line cutting, 
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diamond drilling, core logging, surface sampling and geological mapping was completed, and in December 

of 1990 one additional diamond drill hole was drilled. 

The ownership of the property passed to North Pacific Stone Ltd, for whom the author completed 

a surface sampling program in October of 1994. A total of 304 limestone samples were collected from three 

detailed grids. 

These periods of work are fully reported in Assessment and other reports listed in the References, 

below. 

2.4: PROPERTY 

The property is known as the Laredo Group and consists of five mineral claims, Laredo 1,2,4,5 

and 6, totaling 35 contiguous units. The configuration of these claims is shown in Figure 2. These claims 

are in good standing and the work described in this report will maintain them for an additional five years. 

At present the Laredo property is in an advanced stage of exploration. Ongoing work is aimed at 

definition of sufficient ore reserves to support a production decision. 

2.5: SUMMARY OF 1999 WORK 

The 1999 work took place on the Laredo 1 mineral claim and proceeded in two episodes. The first 

was a program of surface bedrock sampling which filled in the gap between two of the 1994 sampling 

grids. This was completed in July, with a total of 15 1 samples taken. The second was a program of 

diamond drilling that took place during October-December of 1999. Results of the first 13 holes, all 

completed before November 6, 1999, are reported herein. These were all of BTW size and varied in depth 

from 3 to 32 meters. Some interpretations, including calculation of reserves, are still in process and are not 

available at the tune of this writing. 

- 
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3.0 GEOLOGY 

-- 

- 

- 

-- 

3.1: 

Aristazabal Island is located at the western contact of the Mesozoic intrusive masses of the Coast 

Plutonic Complex and the sediment-dominated Paleozoic rocks of the Alexander Terrane. Carbonate rocks 

within this area are likely to be Silurian or older in age and are underlain by granitoid gneiss and overlain 

by matic volcanics, now metamorphosed to amphibolitic gneiss (Baer, 1972). Regionally, the occurrence of 

pure limestone units is extremely limited. Typically, the carbonates are thinly interbedded with quartz-rich 

and argillaceous sediments and so are unlikely to form high quality limestone. The Laredo limestone 

deposit of Aristazabal Island appears to be the exception to this general rule in that it is largely free from 

significant elastic sedimentary contaminants. 

Structurally, a north by northwest trend is predominant within the project area. A northwest 

striking dextral fault, the Principe-Laredo Fault projects through Laredo Channel and forms the dominant 

structural feature in the area. Strike relations of supracnistal rocks are subparallel to this structure, trending 

southeastward and dipping 30’ to 50” southwesterly. Bedding attitudes are locally contorted due to the 

inherent ductility of the carbonate units and to the intensity of regional, upper greenschist to lower 

amphibolite facies metamorphism. Tight isoclinal, northwest-trending folds are documented within the 

sediments at the regional scale and are suggested to be the oldest deformation structures in the map area. 

3.2: PROPERTY GEOLOGY 

Three principal rock units are identified on the Laredo property (See Figure 3). Most of the claim 

group is underlain by homogeneous, white, coarse-grained limestone. This carbonate unit has the 

appearance of a limestone roof pendant bounded by intrusive rocks. A pronounced west/northwest-trending 

drainage system locally known as Limestone Creek drains into Quarry Bay and defines a faulted diorite- 

limestone contact to the north. A second major drainage system on the property located in the southeast 

comer follows along another faulted intrusive-limestone contact. South of this drainage a moderately 

foliated hornblende diorite abuts the Laredo limestone (Fig 3). Contact relations on the western margins of 

the property are not as well defined Approximately 2.5km. west of the main (south) quarry interdigitated 

granodiorite-limestone contacts predominate. 
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Much of the claim group is underlain by medium to coarse-grained limestone, The rock weathers 

grcy to buff but on the fresh surface it is typically white, and occasionally streaked with thin, discontinuous 

grey zones. Grey limestone zones are estimated to comprise less than 10 percent of the Laredo limestone, 

Samples taken in January 1989 along six traverse lines across the property indicated a general homogeneity 

and purity of the limestone that is a distinctive feature of this deposit. None of the specimens contained 

micas or phyllosilicates, talc-silicates or silica-rich interbeds. Limited sulfide contamination, generally less 

than 0.5% may occur near the major intrusive coutacts and in zones of lower overall purily. Sparsely 

disseminated pyrite was noted in the southeast corner of the map area and in a fairly narrow band on the 

southwest edge of the large detailed sampling grid The major impurity encountered is dolomite 

[CaMg[CO&); no evidence of widespread silica or alumiua contamination of this carbonate unit has been 

found. 

Local fine-grained diorite and diabase dikes occur within the limestone unit. Contact relations 

suggest more than a single stage of dike emplacement. Volumetrically these intrusive unils are generally 

not significant; a shoreline traverse between the north and south limestone quarries indicates that mafic 

dikes account for approximately 4 percent of the total rock vohune. This compares closely lo the eslimate 

from the older diamond drilling on the property (Fawley, 1969). Dikes are generally less than 5 meters in 

true thickness, display well-developed chilled contacts and are preferentially orientated subparallel to the 

bedding, A subordinate dike set locally truncates the older dikes at high angles. These intrusive bodies are 

locally boudinaged and deformed into tight southwest-plunging fold structures. 

Moderately foliated hornblende granodiorite is the dominant rock mtit on the extreme southern 

and western portions of the map area. Plauar fabric development is relatively weak and foliation 

measurements are difEcult to obtain. This medium-crystalline intrusive appears to be generally 

homogenous, does not show widespread quartz veining and lacks sign&ant sulfide or oxide development. 

Granodiorite exposures occur most commonly on several topographic highs in the western portions of the 

PropeW 

Within the boundaries of the property only general structural trends have been identified in the 

mapping completed to date. The massive nature of the limestone prevents accurate assessment of bedding 

attiludes in most outcrops. Where impurities exist clear measurements are sometimes attainable. Bedding or 

parallel compositional banding is prominently exposed in the tidal shore southeast of the 1954 quarry, 

generally striking east-west and dipping about 45O to the south. A similar orientation is displayed by mafic 

bodies (interpreted as amphibolite-metamorphosed elastic lenses) found on the shoreline about 300-400 

meters northwest of the 1954 quarry. The regional northwest structural trend is strongly expressed on the 
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property in a series of tension faults parallel to the dextral Limestone Creek fault. Along these a small-scale 

horst-and-g&en topography has developed. 

The high-purity CaCQ areas are characterized by extensive solution erosion along jointing, which 

produces a very rough and abrupt solution micro-topography with a high proportion of bare outcrop. Soils 

are thin to absent on areas underlain by pure limestone, consisting of moss and residual organics with little 

insoluble mineral matter. Conversely, low-purity limestones are typically identified by the presence of 

developed soils. Dikes easily escape notice because they are always covered by a layer of mineral soil and 

tend not to stand out topographically. 

- 



- 

4.0 1999 FIELD WORK 

4.1: SURFACE SAMPLING PROGRAM 

- 

- 

This phase of work is an extension of the detaiied surface sampling done in 1994 and was 

conducted by the author during the period of July 3-19,1999. The gap between 1994 grids A and B was 

sampled to complete a contiguous area of approximately 26.8 hectares, as shown on Figure 4. 

The baseline from Grid A was extended on an azimuth of 302” True, aud intersected Grid B at 

B.L.907 meters North, at a point offset 124 meters west of the baseline of Grid B. All baselines were 

brushed out with a chainsaw and re-flagged for easier future use. Stations were established at 50 meter 

intervals, flagged and marked with 1.2m wooden pickets. Flagged cross lines were run at right angles to the 

baseline in both directions (032°/2120) from each station. Samples were taken at baseline stations and every 

20 meters on cross lines. 

As in 1994, the sample was collected from the bedrock exposure closest to the flagged station. 

Material was taken below the surface with a heavy hammer in order to avoid surface contaminants. When a 

sample was taken within 3 meters of the flagged station no location adjustment was noted; however any 

offset greater than this was recorded and the true location of the sample plotted on the Sampling Grid Plan 

(Figure 5). Where bogs, overburden or rubble were encountered no samples were taken. Jntrusive dikes 

were occasionally found at the sampling stations but were not sampled. Jnstead the nearest limestone 

exposure was sampled and the offset treated as above. A total of 15 1 samples were gathered 

The 1999 samples contain only limestone bedrock. The rock is of such high purity that small 

amounts of soil or other contaminants could signitlcantly bias a sample to the low side. Therefore care was 

taken in sampling to include only fresh, unweathered limestone. Soils, weathered rock surfaces and near- 

surface fracture filling, etc. were excluded. As much as possible each sample was derived from a single 

spot location; thus these are neither chip nor grab samples but are bedrock samples taken from specific 

locations. 

The samples were delivered to TSL Assayers (Vancouver, B.C.) on July 2 1,1999 and analyzed by 

whole rock fusion for 16 elements, plus loss on ignition, and for total sulfur. Check assaying revealed 

significant systematic errors in reporting the critical CaO value and consequently the entire series of 

samples was re-assayed for the same parameters at the Con&o Exploration Research Laboratory in 
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Vancouver. Only the Cominco results are included in this report. Assay results are presenled in Appendix 

1, and shown on Figure 5. 

From the 1YYY samples and the lYY4 samples a selection of representative locations (totaling YG 

samples) was taken and the pulps shipped to the Cominco Laboratory for brightness testing. This 

constitutes by far the most comprehensive brightness testing ever done on the property and establishes this 

parameter over the entire detailed sample grid Results are presented in Appendix 4. 

4.2: DIAMOND DRILLING PROGRAM 

Following the positive results of the surface sampling the Operator decided to proceed with a 

program of diamond drilling in order to demonstrate continuity of limestone grade lo depth and prove the 

existence of ore reserves. To aid this process they engaged the services of Watts, Griff~s and McOuat 

Limited, Consulting Geologists and Mining Engineers, of Toronto, Ontario (abbreviated WGM). They 

provided senior program design and oversight throughout the diamond drilling program and are responsible 

for ongoing interpretation of the results. Several drawings prepared by WGM have been used as the basis 

for illustrations included herein, with permission 

To provide a base for detailed planning a new small scale topographic map of the property was 

commissioned. This was prepared by McElhanney Consulting Services Ltd. of Vancouver, B.C. The 

completed map is on a scale of 1:2,500 with a contour interval of 2 meters, and is included herein in two 

sheets as Figures 10 and Il. 

.- 

_- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

.- 

- 

Early in the planning phase it was evident that work would experience greater costs and 

proceed more slowly the later it extended into the fall and winter. Also, given a shortage of reliable 

information on continuity of grade a drill hoIe grid tightly spaced at 50 meters by 50 meters was deemed 

appropriate for the goal of establishing a substantial quanlity of proven reserves. Since mature coastal 

timber covers most of the area of interest it became apparent that a sizable percentage of the forest would 

be lost if either adequate helicopter clearings or ordinary road/trail access were employed with a 

conventional diamond drill. This would not only have been wasteful and expensive to undertake on a silt 

with no road access but would have likely resulted in delayed permitting of the program. It was thcrcforc 

decided to repeat the method used in lY8Y by Dolmage Campbell Ltd. in their drilling further inland on the 

property. This involved the use of a man-portable (Winkie) drill moved by hand on trails cul by chainsaw. 

Equipment and personnel wcrc mobilized from Bella-Bella by boat charter and arrived on 

Aristazabal Island on October 4. A tent frame camp was established and the first hole collared on October 
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5. This report is limited to the period prior to November 6, 1999 and to that date a total of thirteen holes 

were completed, numbered DDH-99-l through DDH-99-1lA. Two of these, holes 10 and 11, were 

abandoned at shallow depths after being inadvertently collared in intrusive rocks. The remainder were 

completed to their target depths ranging from 15 to 32 meters. Each hole ended at approximately zero 

meters elevation MSL because the high tide level is presently considered a practical depth limit for 

quarrying from a drainage perspective. All holes were vertical and were cored with B-Thinwall equipment. 

to a diameter of roughly 32 millimeters. Locations of holes and cross sections are shown on Figure 6. 

All of the eleven holes colIared on limestone encountered limestone throughout most of their 

length. All ended in limestone and the deposit remains open at depth. AU holes intersected intrusive dikes 

of varying sizes, though the proportions of intrusive rock encountered were generally low. Detaiied logs 

were prepared by this author and are included below in Appendix 2. 

The core was split, with one half taken for assay and the other retained for future reference. The 

retained core is currently in storage at the 1999 campsite on Aristazabal Island. 

Sample intervals ranged from one to four meters and corresponded to the lithological units found 

in the logging. Only limestone was sampled since the chemistry of non-carbonate units is not of primary 

interest. The waste intervals of silicate rocks are shown on the cross sections and fully detailed in the drill 

logs. 

Samples were shipped to the Cominco Exploration Research Lab and analyzed for major oxides 

and loss on ignition. Results are included below in Appendix 3, and are shown on the Cross Sections, 

Figures 7,8 and 9. Values are similar to those found in earlier surface sampling. 

The drilling program continued until a total of 28 holes were completed, and the program was 

demobilized on December 10. The camp was left in a clean and tidy condition, with all tents and drilling 

equipment removed from the site. 

4.3: ANALYTIC& TECHNIOUE 

Details of the analytical procedures used in this program are included below in Appendices I,2 

and 3. Wherever CaC@ values are given they have been calculated from CaO percentages multiplied by a 

factor of 1.7850. This is believed to be an accurate methodology because significant quantities of non- 

carbonate Ca bearing minerals have not been found in the Laredo limestones. 
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5.0 DISCUSSION 

5.1: SURFACE SAMPLE GRADES 

The 1994 and 1999 surface sampling was directed at areas known from 1989-90 chip sampling to 

inchuie high grade limestone. The numbers and percentages of samples of various grades are presented in 

Table 1, below. 

TABLE 1 

1994 AND 1999 SURFACE SAMPLE GRADES 

% CaCOs <90% 90-95% 95-96% 96-97% 97-98% 98-98.5% +98.5% Total 

GRID A - Number 14 27 9 18 41 22 9 140 

Percentage 10 19.3 6.4 12.9 29.3 15.7 6.4 

GRID B - Number 12 12 4 15 24 16 19 102 

Percentage 11.8 11.8 3.9 14.7 23.5 15.7 lg.6 

GRIDC 

1999 

Number 3 17 6 12 4 5 11 58 

Percentage 5.1 29.3 10.3 20.7 6.9 8.6 19 

Number 13 15 11 11 19 29 53 151 

Percentage 8.6 9.9 7.3 7.3 12.6 19.2 35.1 

The 2999 sampling tilled in the 600 meter gap between 1994 Grids A and B. Average CaC03 

grades substantially exceed the 1994 values and are presented on Figure 5. This shows a broad and 

continuous band of high and very high (+96% and +98% CaC@) grade limestone joining the 

corresponding zones found in Grids A and B in 1994. The high-grade zone is bounded on the south by 

relatively narrow zones of low grade (minus 92% CaC03) limestone, a feature also seen in both of the 1994 

grids. 
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5.2: BRIGHTNESS TESTS 

A representative selection of 96 samples covering the higher CaCo3 portions of the 1994/l 999 grid 

was taken. These were tested for brightness by the Cominco Exploralion Research Laboratory in 

Vancouver, B.C. The range of values is comparable to those of high brightness limestone deposits in 

commercial production. Results are included below in Appendix 5 and are summarized here in Table 2. 

-. 

TABLE 2 

HUNTER “L” BRIGHTNESS 

TOTAL 

No. of Samples 6 8 10 31 31 10 0 96 

Hunter “L” <93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 +98 

5.3: DRILL CORE SAMPLE RESULTS 

Analytical results are presented here from 125 samples taken from those eleven of the thirteen drill 

holes that encountered limestone. Comparing Table 3 below with Table 1 above the distribution of grades 

is very similar to that of the 1999 surface samples. A high proportion of samples return CaCOJ values 

above 98%. Cut-off grades for mining can be expected to lie between 95 and 96% CaC4 so a large 

percentage of samples can be considered to be of ore grade. Discrete waste and ore zones are apparent and 

are expected to be readily separable. 

% CaCO, 

Number 

TABLE 3 

1999 CORE SAMPLE GRADES, DDH-99-1 to 11A 

<YO% 90-95% 9%96% 9647% 97-98% 98-98.5% +98.5% Total 

2 16 15 17 20 21 34 125 

Percentage 1.6 12.8 12.0 13.6 16.0 16.8 27.2 
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These data are also presented on the Cross Sections, Figures 78 and 9. They demonstrate 

conclusively that ore grade limestone continues to depth. 

It should be noted that the drill holes intersected 254.64 meters of bedrock of which 234.19m 

(92%) was limestone and 20.85m (8%) was intrusive rocks. Dikes were encountered in most holes and fell 

into two lithological categories. The most common are medium to fine grain4 grey diorites which are 

generally heavily silicified. Less common are fine grained basic dikes which are usually altered brown and 

green and which were simply logged as greenstones. These appear to have been metamorphosed to 

amphibolite grade and are probably older than the diorites. Both drill hole and surface indications suggest 

that the diorites are most often steeply dipping (70~900), narrower and planar while greenstones are found 

at intermediate dips (45-600), are wider and are folded and boudinaged. Separation of dike material from 

limestone will be a critical aspect of grade control during mining. This is especially true of the greenstones 

since in addition to silicate comamination they would act to darken the product. 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

- 

The 1999 sampling program established the continuity of limestone between two of the 1994 

sampling grids. Additional areas of high to very high grade limestone were identified. Within a contiguous 

block of limestone 1000 meters long by 120-160 meters wide approximately 30% of the area returned 

samples of +98% CaCQ and approximately 70% of the area returned samples of +96% CaCO,. 

Brightness testing established that commercial standards of this parameter are met by limestones 

over a large area and correspond to zones of higher chemical mu@. 

Drilling has confirmed continuity of limestone to depths of 15 to 32 meters. Grades are very 

similar to those found in the surface sampling, with some 84% of core samples exceeding 96% CaC4. 

The 1999 drilling reported herein has outlined significant resources of high brightness limestone. 

Later holes DDH-99-12 to 28 returned similar results to the data above and extend the resource to the 

northwest. The 1999 drilling covered roughIy one thud of the area of high-grade stone indicated by the 

1994/1999 surface sampling and the likelihood of extending these resources is high. The deposit is open at 

depth. 

Work presently underway is aimed at enhancing the drill hole data and demonstrating proven and 

probable reserves. 
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APPENDIX 1 

SURFACE SAMPLE ANALYTICAL RESULTS 



1 1 1 

MCINTYRE ASSOCIATES-X99 

CHECK SAMPLES (1994Gl999) 

i 1 ! 

Job " 99-05971 

i ! i 

________________________________________-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

LAB NO FIELD NUNEIBR SiO2 Ti02 A1203 Fe203 F.20 NUbno MO cao mAlO K20 P205 h(4) Lox TOTAL 

\ % % % % 0 % P % % % % % 0 

R9908968 026 BLOOOW/SOS 0.30 0.01 0.01 0.01 

R9908969 #29 BLOOOW/aOS 0.18 0.01 0.01 0.02 

R9908970 %66 L50W/2OS 0.21 0.01 0.01 0.01 
R9908971 X98 Ll5OW/2OS 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.01 

R9908972 #12 L200N/50W 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.01 
8990)8973 L23 BL200N 0.31 0.01 0.01 0.02 
R9908974 *94 BL300N 0.50 0.01 0.01 0.05 
R9908975 1109 ~3oow6ow 0.18 0.01 0.01 0.01 
R9908976 BL350N 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.05 

R9908977 L350N/60W 0.21 0.01 0.01 0.01 
R9908978 L450N/20E 0.17 0.01 0.01 0.01 
R9908979 L55ON/2OE 0.3a 0.01 0.21 0.1s 
R9908980 L750N/20E 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 
R9908981 L853N/20E 0.79 0.01 0.37 0.28 
R9908982 L853N/40E 0.44 0.01 0.34 0.10 
________________________________________--------------------. 

I-insufficient sample X-small sample E-exceeds calibration 

If requested analyses arc not shown ,resu1ts are to follow 

0.01 0.79 

0.01 0.49 

0.01 0.50 
0.01 0.43 

0.01 0.43 
0.01 1.24 
0.01 0.56 

0.01 0.43 
0.01 0.38 

0.01 0.56 

0.01 0.56 
0.01 0.62 

0.01 0.40 
0.01 3.11 
0.01 0.37 

C-being checked R-revised 

54.79 0.01 

55.13 0.01 

55.20 0.01 
55.25 0.01 

55.09 0.01 

54.20 0.01 

55.02 0.01 

55.34 0.01 

55.43 0.01 

55.02 0.01 

55.15 0.01 

54.54 0.01 

55.36 0.01 

51.64 0.01 

54.7s 0.01 
____________-_-___. 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.01 43.86 99.82 

0.01 43.84 99.73 
0.01 43.77 99.76 
0.01 43.84 99.70 

0.01 43.83 99.53 
0.01 43.70 99.60 

0.01 43.50 99.70 
0.01 43.86 99.89 

0.01 43.90 99.90 
0.01 43.77 99.64 
0.01 43.83 99.79 
0.01 43.77 99.76 
0.01 43.84 99.75 
0.01 43.38 99.83 

0.01 43.79 99.85 
-_________________ _-__-- 

ANALYTICAL METHODS 

Fe0 dctemxned by scid digestxon /volumetric.LOI determined gravimetrically 

Other elements by L1 borate fuaion/XRP .Where no Fe0 value shown 'Pa203' is total Fe a8 Fe203 
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MCINTYRE ASSOCIATES-X99 

L350N TO L853N 

________________________ 

LAB NO PIELD NOMBPR 

._._____.._..__.-------- 

R9909457 L350N 40'S 
R9909458 L350N BOE 
R9909459 L350N 1OOE 
R9909460 L3SON 123E 

R9909461 L350N 20W 

R9909462 L350N BOW 
R9909463 L350N 1OOW 

R9909464 L350N 128W 

R9909465 L350N 14OW 
R9909466 L350N 158W 

R9909467 L400N EL 

R9909468 L400N 40E 
R9909469 L400N 50E 
R9909470 L4OON 84E 
R9909471 L4OON lOOE 

R9909472 L400N 120E 
R9909473 L400N 138E 

R9909474 L400N 20W 

R9909475 L4OON 6OW 

R9909476 L400N 8OW 
R9909477 L400N 107W 

R990947B L40ON 12ow 

R9909479 LlOON 140W 

R.9909480 L4OON 16OW 

R9909481 L45ON BL 

R9909482 L45ON 57E 

119909483 Li5ON 107E 
RYYOY484 L450N 120E 

R9909485 :450N 138E 

R9909486 L450N 40W 

R9909487 L450N 6OW 
R9909488 L450N 1oow 

EC9909489 L45ON 12OW 

i 1 

Job " 99-06398 

Report date 16 SEP 1999 

________________________________________---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SiOi TiO2 A1203 Fe203 PBO MnO WO 

% % $ % % 0 % 

____.___________________________________-----------------~-- 

0.10 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.01 1.89 

0.10 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.01 1.00 

0.02 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.01 1.57 

0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.28 

0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.34 
0.15 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.01 2.19 

0.12 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.62 

0.15 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.83 

0.21 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.01 1.23 

0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.57 
0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.36 

0.21 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.89 

0.74 0.01 0.14 0.05 0.01 1.97 

0.34 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.01 2.79 

0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.47 

0.10 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.68 

0.28 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.34 

0.18 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.34 

0.3: 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.70 

0.44 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.01 1.51 

0.10 0.01 0.07 0.07 0.01 0.56 

0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.44 

O.i5 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 1.59 

2.00 0.02 0.15 0.89 0.01 5.63 

0.15 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.67 

0.10 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.25 

0.44 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.01 1.77 

0.02 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.68 

0.21 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.56 

0.21 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.52 

0.17 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.73 

0.02 0.01 0.01 0.23 0.01 5.46 

o.c7 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.49 

CaO Na20 x20 P205 m(4) 

% % % % % 

_____________-_____-____________________-. 

53.65 
54.79 

54.06 

55.58 

55.52 
53.40 

54.93 
54.79 

54.36 

55.25 
55.43 

54.61 
53.09 

52.61 

55.20 
54.95 

55.25 

55.34 
55.04 

53.95 

55.09 
55.31 

54.08 

48.18 

54.97 
55.52 

53.65 

54.99 
55.13 

55.02 

54.83 

49.50 
55.24 

LO1 TOTAL 

0 % 

-_--_-________ 

43.99 99.79 
43.84 99.90 

44.06 99.87 
43.97 99.94 

43.95 99.96 
43.90 99.81 
43.95 99.72 
43.93 99.84 
44.00 99.93 
43.97 99.94 
44.00 99.94 
44.04 99.85 
43.63 99.77 
44.02 99.94 
44.00 99.82 
44.04 99.87 
43.84 99.79 

43.97 99.93 

43.95 99.81 
43.72 99.80 
43.95 99.90 
43.95 99.80 
44.02 99.94 
42.43 99.35 

43.90 99.78 
43.90 99.85 
43.79 99.81 
43.88 99.69 
43.88 99.93 
43.90 99.80 
44.04 99.85 
44.61 99.89 
44.02 99.91 
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(I) MAJOR ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF ROCKS AND MINERIALS 

(a) SAMPLE PREPARATION PROCEDURES: 

Three to fi’nrr gtams of WO-ZOO mesh xc& samples are roasted at 1060 delpee ce&rade for two 
hours to determine the Zou On ignition’. Then, two grams ofthe roaRed rampies are Used at 1100 
degree in a pluinum-gold caucible with six grams of Johnson-Manhey S-flux no. IO5 (47?! 
Lithium tetmbomte, 36.7% Lithium Carb~narc and 16.3% LaMhunrm oxide). The molten mass is clsf 
oa to a pre&ted gnphitc mould assembly to cboI producing a stabIe,tWsparent,homogmeaulr and 
aask-~~diskwbicbistbcnpolishedtoa4OOgritsurtrcc. 

(b) WHOLE ROCKANALYSIS: 

The fusion disks are UraIysaI by using a SiemeM SRS-200 sequential X-Ray Spacrromctcr with a 
chromium-tube for I 1 &meats which are CaO, K20, PZOS, SiO2, A1203, MgO, N&O, Fe203,TW2, 
MnO and f3a All demerits analysed are corrected with absorption effect, enhancement es&t, line 
otiap, background correction and Idss On Ignition The calibmtion curves of whole rock analysis are 
setup by luring 34 synthetic m and c~mmerdai standards with mad a&&al data. 

(c) QUALrrY CONTROL AND STATISTICS: 

Every twenty fusion disks prepared includes one ~mmercirl standard or house standard and one 
npeatcd sample. Evcq eight samples analyscd includes twoxtandiuds. (e.g. CANMET standards SY- 
2. SY-3 and MRGI) The lower limit of detection (or two times standard deviation) for most whole 
rock adysis is 0.01% except for SiO2 which is 0.1%. 

(d) XRF - WHOLE ROCK ANALYSIS: 

sieutens sRs200 squenti8l X-Ray Spawn-~ 
X-&y Tube: Chromium SO kV / 20-50 mA 
Element Line couilllator crystal -Or 

Si K-alphA coarse OVL flow 
Af K-afpba alane on Row 
M8 K-alpha Cwrse OVL. now 
Na K-alpha C- ovt Ffow 
Fe K-afpbs me Lt.6100 Flow 
l-i K&ha Fi LIF-100 Flow 
Mn K-alpha Fiae LLF-100 flow 
Ca K-alpha Fine LIF-100 Flow 
K K-alpha Fine LrF-100 plow 
Ba talpho Fue LlF-100 FIOW 
P K-alpha Coarse PET Flow 

Tie D.Limit?/o 
40 Sec. 0.10 
40 sec. 0.01 
80 sec. 0.01 
80 Sec. 0.01 
2osec. 0.01 
20 sec. 0.01 
20 sec. 0.01 
20 sec. 0.01 
20 sec. 0.01 
40 stc 0.01 
40 sec. 0.01 

RMges4h 
0.10 - 100 
0.01 - 65 
0.01 - loo 
0.01 - 25 
0.01 - 100 
0.01 - 25 

0.01 - 50 
0.01 - loo 
0.01 - 25 
0.01 - 50 
0.01 - 2s 
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APPENDIX 2 

DIAMOND DRILL CORE LOGS 



4 i I I 

LAREDO PROJECT, ARISTAZABAL ISLAND, BC 

Hole ID: DDH-99-1 

Date Started: Odober 5,499 Date Finished: October 6.1999 

Date Logged: October 7,lQQQ Logged By: R.F. McIntyre 

Grid Location: On road, at L3OONK5OE Size: BQ 

UTM Coordinate: 5837508.563 N. 496566.409 E Elevation: 14.181 m 

Type of Drill: Winke drill 

Azimuth: 0 

Final Depth: 15.85 m 

5.70 1.a 

5.70 13.61 7.9 

Dip: -90 

grey mattling. 

Limestone As above but visible inclusions. Probably phlogopke. 

Limestone Coarse, white, crystalline limestone. L- 7 cm 

contains silicates~ 

4mphibolite Dark grey-green. heavily altered, brecciation visible 

205952 1.00 2.00 

205953 2.00 3.00 

205954 3.00 4.62 

clay altered margins 15-20 cm wide with pyrrhdite 
and pyrite on contacts. on some fractures and finely 

disseminated in the rock. Includes 10 cm 1st Q 5.4 I /II 
m. Note: nd calcareous. 

205965 5.70 6.70 
Limestone Impure. white v&h grey. siliceous, somewhat vague 205956 6.70 7.70 

banding -1 M to core axis. Visible mica, pyrrhatite. 

Blocky 11.86-12.60 m - possible pyrdusite on 
fractures. 

I 
LImestone ICoarse. crystalline, white to pale grey. Traces of 

205957 7.70 8.70 

205958 8.70 9.70 

1 205959 1 9.701 10.70 

I I 
impurities. 

Limestone Same as 5.7-13.61 above. 

Limestone Same as 13.61-14.70 above. Traces of impurities. 

205960 12.70 13.60 

205961 13.60 14.70 

205962 14.70 15.85 

205963 10.70 11.70 

E.O.H. 
205964 11.70 12.70 
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(I) MAJOR ELIEMENT ANALYSIS OF ROCKS AND MRVERIALS 

(a) SAMPLE PREPARATION PROCEDURES: 

(b) WlXOLEiROCKANALXSISz 

- 

The fusion disks arc an&y& by using a !%xnem SRS-200 8aWnkl X-Ray Spaxromctn with a 
chromium-tube for I I dcments which ace CaO. KZO, P205, Sio2, A1203, M&b, Na20, ft203,TiO2, 
Mno And Ba Ail demans MAlysaf Are ecJrrcctuf with Absorpt;od &kq cnhanccmatt effccq line 
ovedap, backgrouttd Correction arid LOSS On Igrdtion The calibnriw cucvcs of whole KU% analysis are 
setupbyusiq34qdeh atmdar&~dcmmmcbldandardswithcuti6cdanalytical&tL 

(c) QUALXTY CONTROL AND STATISTICS: 

Every twenty &sion dii prcphlrcd includes one cmmcrcial standard or house standard and one 
npeated sample. Every eight samples ma&%! inch& fwoxtand~d~. (c-8. CANMET standards SY- 
2. SY-3 md MRG1) The lower limit of dctcction (or two times ttaadard deviation) for most whole 
rock Bdysis is 0.01% Qcccpt for Sii2 which is 0.1%. 

(d) XRF- WHOLE RocKANALlYsliR 

sirsman !sRs200 se x-RBy speebomaa 
X-Ray Tube: chromium 50 kV I2GSO mA 
Elm Lim couilrtBtw CtyBrAl DtftUOf 

si Kalphr Curse OVL Flow 

AI K-dphtt Come on flow 
Mg K-alpha cause OVL now 
NB K-alpha Coarse OVL Flow 
Fe Ic-sllpbr Fine Lrf-NO Flow 
Ii K-alp& fii LIF-100 Flow 
Mn K-~Iptm fine LIF-100 Row 
Ct I(alpba Fiae LIF-100 Flow 
K K-alp&a Fine LIT-100 Flow 
ISa L-al&~ Fm uf-100 now 
P K-dph Coarse PET flow 

l-ii D.M w 
4oscc. 0.10 0.10 - loo 
40 sec. 0.01 0.01 - 65 
80 sec. 0.01 0.01 - loo 
800. 0.01 0.01 * 25 
20 sec. 0.01 0.01 - loo 
20 sec. 0.01 0.01 - 25 

20 sec. 0.01 0.01 - 50 
20 sec. 0.01 0.01 - 100 
20 sts. 0.01 0.01 - 2s 
40 see 0.01 0.01 - so 
40 sec. 0.01 0.01 -25 
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COMINCO E.R. I.AJJ @004/010 

- Brightness of clay and other mineral pigments 
(MO0 diffuse) 

- 

- 

T 534 pm-82 

1. Scope 

1.1 This method describes a procodure for determining the brightness of clay -Ed other mineral pigmem that 
has been pulverized under controlled conditions and made into a unfformly compacted pigment plaque. This method 
is for USC wirb minerals normally used in the manufacturu of paper and is not inrended for highly colored p@nants. 

1.2 The insmtmcnt employed has the same spcctrd, geometric, d photometric characteristics as thti 

described in TAPPJ T 525 “DiEuse Brightness of Pulp.” The brightness scale applicable ro this method is rhe same as 
the brightness scale described in T 525. 

1.3 In eontrasr to TAPPI T 606 ‘Wgbmass of Clay and Other Mineral Pigmenrr (45” /O”),” which uses 45” 
illumination and perpendicular viecwiug, this method utilizes an instrument with an inregrating sphere. IO provide 
hemispherisaJ (diffuse) ilhnnination and perpandicuJar observarion. Thus, the spscirnen surface stntetnre rend azimuthal 
orient&on have negligible influence on the brighttmss rest&. 

NOTE 1: Bri&mcss vslua okainad using dds method will nil rye Mh thosa ubrincd using T 646 

1.4 Precautions are taken to e&elude specularly reflected light from smoorh, r$ossy surkce~ by requiring 
insrallarion of a gloss trap in the upper hemisphere of the instrument’s intcgraring sphere. 

1.5 The specimens must be prepared with close adherence to ths instructions found in the Appendices. 
1.6 This method utilizes sample ~mpamtion aptpamtus which is identical to that required for TAPPI T 646. 

The measurement procedure is also similar. 

2. Summary 

In thk method. the diffuse blue refkEtanca factor (difke JSO brighmess) of clay and minenl pigmznr is mcasud 
at an effective wavelength of457 nm emploag an inseument using dif!k illumination and pcrpendicuhx obs~arion. 
The values repmud will be absolute 1SO brigbmess if the instrument standard is calibrated on an absolute scale (see 
Section 6). 

3. Signifkanca 

The brightness (r&xtancc at 457 run) of clay ormlnual pigment affee& the refienmxe ofthe paper with which 
it is used. Although one might assume &at the measured raficctance is a property of the pigment, the value, in fact, 
depends on the manner of specimen preJm&m. For this reason, preparation must follow the insrructions given in the 
Appendices. 

Approved by the Optical Rapetier Commiftcc of rho Process Jnd Product Quality Division 
TAPPI 



- 

- NOTE 2: 

7 534 pm-92 Bfigh fness of clay and other mineral pigments (d/0’ dityure) / 2 

4. Oefinitkns 

4.1 Di@.se r#ecto=e (I) is the ratio of the radiant or luminous flux of a specimen to rhat of a perfccrly 
reflecting diffuser. each being irradiated hemispherically and viewed identically. 

4.2 Absok IS0 brighnwss is defined as the retkcrancc of blur light correspondins to ;t specific specual 
distribution with an effective wavelength of 457 nm by a perfectly diffusing surface. The perfect diffuser was 
recommended by CIE in 1959 (1.2) to replace the former CIE standard based on magnesium oxide. 

No tnown subs- ia pafeuIy &lTu~inpct @6uly &k&g, bur rcfcrww srandordr can tr crlibrarcd in rcnnr ofnbsoh~~ 
ldxmncc (3). 

6. ApparaUs 
- 

5.1 Re@c/onwer’, designed for mZ measursmtnt of hemisphetical (difisc) ruAcctJncc and conforming to 
the requirements of Ihc apparatus described in I 525. 

5.2 San~pkpreparation appcucttti as described in the Appendices. 
3.3 Stan&r&’ a white cwamic or opal glass standard or a set of S pads of paper tabs calibrated in terms of 

Muse absolute- rcflectancc, which is traceable to an IS0 Level 2 standard (4. j)- 
s.4 Working standard, white ceramic or opal glass standard. 

6. Callbatlon 

6.1 Place the 457 nm filter in the measurement position. 
6.2 Set rhe jns&umenf zero in accordance with tbc lnsfrument manufacturef’s instructions. 
6.3 Place the white ceramic. opal g&s& or paper transfer standard against the sp-ecirncn aperture. Adjust dx 

insnumenc 10 read the absolute value of the s-dud. 
6.4 Place fhe working rrandard on the instrumenr. Read and record irs absolulc reflectance value. 
6.5 A %quenr calibration check should be made with the working nandard. The frequency oFthese checks 

will depad on the amount of use of the insttument and the accumcy required. Clean the opal glass or ceramic start&r& 
frqurntly wlfh the appropriate solution and d.fy with lint-fize tissue. 

MOTE 3; 

MOTE 4: Opel glrrss or ceramic mdurdr should not be kf? aver rhc inshumcar opening as It may hafrn the upndard. 

1. Sampling and preparation of ted rpecimens 

7.1 From each rest unir obtain& io accordance with TAPPI T 657 %mpling of Filfe~~ and Pigments,” take 
o specimen of dry cIay or pigment suffkient for tfte test. 

7.2 In IJIC event that the test unit is in a dispersed aqueous slurry form. dcrermine the percent solids and 
remove a slurry 

L 

equivalent to 1 OOg of dry pigment. 
7.3 Prepare plaques (3 are recommended) by the procedure outlined in lhc Appendices. 

in place 0~ prepared unlit immc&&y prior to testing. They should be protcctcd from circuladng air, ultraviolet 
radiation, high humidity, dust or other contamination wlhich might affect the optical reflect~c~. 

8. fihasufwnent 

8.1 When ready to uzst, “break” the plaque free of the place. Lift the plaque cylinder vertically to prevent 
“burnishing” of&e phut surface, which will result ifthe cylinder is ovisozd or moved acr&s the glass plate. Visually 
inspea rhe plaque surface to detect surface irregularitiaa, conramination, it other flaws in the surface to be tested. 
Should any such bc noted. discard the plaque and prepare another. 
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3 /Brightness of day and other mineral pigments (dM)’ diffuse) T 534 pm-92 

NOTE 5: V-1 ilrrpcrion und rncssu~nt should be m& within IO s of b&&ins Ik Plaque free trl minimize rhc rffccxr, of rapidly 
diminishing brighmerr when exposed IO mm-n air. - 

I-- 

8.2 Carefully place each prepared test plaque into position on the reflectance instrument and measure its 
rtflatance witb reference IO rhat of a calibrated working standard in accordance with the operaring insmtions suppficd 
with the insaumcnt. 

9. Report 

Report rl¶e average tighmess of the plaques lo one decimal place. Indicate that die mcasuremenfs wen- obtained 
in accordance with T 534. The repon must also include the type of teflcctance instrumenr used for the rneasuremtnt and 

L any deviations from T 94. 

10. Precision 

10.1 
Method. 

Not available To be added when available, and wil1 be balloted to the committee as an Official Test 

11. Additional lnfomation 

11.1 Effcctivc date of issue: August IO, 1992. 
11.2 7his is a method for measuring rhe absolute brighmess of clay and minerd pigment. It differs from T 

646 in that it uses d&se (hemispherical) illumination instead of 4S” directional illumination. 
11.3 Prwiousiy recommended standards o-m sultbte have been replaced wilh standards of whix ceramic, 

opal glass, or paper which nrc calibrated and supplied by IS0 authorized laboratories. 

Appendix A. Propantion of kaofin clay powder plaques for reflectometry 

A.1 seopo 
A-1.1 This appendix describes a procedure for preparation of pressed white high teflecrance plaques of 

spaimenr of kaolin clay to be used for refktanct measurements. 
A.l.2 When samples of production runs are prepared for measurement. the samples should be obtained 

accordiig ra TAPPI T 657 “Sampling of Fillers and Pigments.” 
A-1.3 3Mre is no gwrantee that plaques prepared by this method of preparation will be uniformly reflective 

even when new _ 
A.2 AppUdUS 
A.2.1 &puroh*r rquiredfbr p*eparorion of dry specimwu 
A.2.1.1 pulverizer’ (Fig. I), consisting ot 
A2.l.l.i A removable specimen holding cup made of stainless steel, which has a 145 cc capacity. Ihe 

pulverizing cavity (Fig. 2) shall be cylindrical in natur% having an 80 mm diameter and a 29 mm depth. fhe intersection 
of&e mm plane ad the walls shot&i be rounded so u to eliminate acrcvice in which clay could collect. The top 

ofrlte cavity should be suffkiently flat to eliminate clay build up whik pulveriring. It should also be well sealed so as 
to eliminate the possibitity of clay escaping or conBt’ninants sntcflag rhe caviry. 

- 
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APPENDIX 5 

SCHEDULE OF EXPLORATION EXPENSES 
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SCHEDULE OF EXPLORATION EXPENSES 

1) Surface Sampling Program 

A: T. Jansen, Project Management, July & Aug @ $S,OOO.OO per mo. 

B: R.F. McIntyre, Geologist (i) Preparation and Planning 

(ii) Field, July 3-19 

(iii) Interpretation and wind-up 

Total 

C: Field Assistant, G. McKee, July 3-19 

D: Transportation (i) Automobile, 1500 km @ 0.25 

(ii) Boat Charter Mob/Demob 

(iii) Ferries 

(iv) Freight 

(v) Misc. Transport 

Total Transportation 

E: Equipment and Supplies (i) Autotel 

(ii) Food 

5 days 

15 days 

5 days 

25 days @I $400.00 1 o,ooo.oo 

15 days @ $150.00 2,250.OO 

$375 .W 

684.65 

563 .OO 

106.00 

219 64 A 

$1,948.29 1,948.29 

$482.73 

620.06 

%10,0.00 

F: Analytical 

(iii) Misc. Equipment and Supplies 697.94 

(iv) Survey Instrument Rental 513.00 

(v) Chainsaw, Rowboat, Generator Rentals 674.90 

(iv) Camp Rental 2 wks @ $200.00 400.00 

Total Equipment and Supplies $3,388.63 

(i) T.S.L. Laboratories 152 Samples @ $28.36 $4,309.96 

(Includes prep, ICP major oxides, sulfur, taxes) 

(ii) Cominco E.R.L. 151 Samples @ $21.40 3,23 1.40 

(Includes XRF major oxides, taxes) 

3,388.63 
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(iii) Cominco E.R.L. 73 samples @, $58.40 4,296.05 

(Includes special prep @ $15.00, Hunter Lab @ $40.00, taxes) 

Total Analytical $11,837.41 

P.2 

11337.41 

TOTAL SURFACE SAMPLING PROGRAM $39.424.33 

B) Diamond Drilling Program 

A: T. Jansen, Project Management, Sept. & Oct. @ $5000.00 per mo. 

B: Watts, Griffis & McOuat Ltd., Project Design, Supervision, Interpretation 

(i) August $7,254.00 

(ii) September 9,861.OO 

(iii) October 13.003.00 

Total $30,118.00 

C: R.F. McIntyre, Geologist, (i) Prep & Planning, Sept. S%&ys 

(ii) Field Oct. 2- Nov. 6 $4“ 35 

Total 44 % days @ $400.00 

D: Cook/First Aid Attendant 

%10,000.00 

30,118.OO 

17,700.00 

(i) K. Wilson, Oct. l-22,22 days @ $200.00 4,400.oo 

(ii) S. Lussier, O&21- Nov. 6, 16 days @ $200.00 3,200.OO 

Total Cook/First Aid $7,600.00 7,600.OO 

E: Labor (i) L. Neasloss, Oct. 3-8 6 days 

(ii) R. Robinson, Oct. lo-18 71/2 “ 

(iii) M. Hopkins, Oct. 10-18, 22-29 14 “ 

(iv) S. Mayhew, Ckt 3 1 -Nov. 6 7 “ 

(v) D. Taylor, Oct. 20,21 “ 2 

Total Labor 36 % days @ $150.00 13,075.oo 
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F: Diamond Drilling Expenses, Aggressive Diamond Drilling Ltd. 

Footage: 258.3 meters @ $47.57 per meter ($1450/R.) 

Standby: 23 1 man-hours @ $30.00 

G.S.T. @ 7% 

Total Drilling Charges to Nov. 6, 1999 

G: Transportation 

Helicopter (Astar) 17.75 hr @ $1,119.43 incl. Fuel and Taxes 

Mobilization, Boat Charter, Freight, Storage, Handling 

Airline Tickets and Freight, Misc. Transportation 

Fuel Deliveries Get 14, 18,27, Nov. 6 

Total Transportation 

II: Equipment and Supplies (i) Lumber, Building Supplies 

(ii) Camp Rental, 1 month 

(iii) Food, Kitchen Supplies 

(iv) Chainsaw, Generator Rental 

(v) Rowboat rental, 1 month 

(vi) A.T.V. Rental, 33 days @ $50.00 

(vii) First Aid Equip. Rental 

(viii) Fuel 

(ix) Misc. Equipment and Supplies 

$12,289.00 

6,930.OO 

1.345.33 

$20,564.33 20,564.33 

$19,860.00 

10,910.00 

2,084.OO 

1.240.00 

$34,094.00 34,094.oo 

2,542.24 

2,5 19.42 

2,533.19 

705.12 

400.00 

1,650.OO 

171.00 

1,470.66 

1,592.67 

(x) Radiotelephone Rental and Charges 

Total Equipment and Supplies 

I: Analytical, Cominco E.R.L, 125 core samples @ $26.75 

(includes Prep., XRF Major Oxides, Taxes) 

J: Assessment Report, R.F.McIntyre, Jan. 25,200O 

917.41 

$X4,501.71 14,501.71 

3343.75 

2,750.OO 
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TOTAL DIAMOND DRILLING PROGRAM %153,746.79 

TOTAL SURFACE SAMPLING PROGRAM %39,424.33 

TOTAL 1999 EXPLORATION EXPENSES $193.171.12 
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